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This paper presents experimental results of TSTO (Two-Stage-To-Orbit) aerodynamic 
heating at hypersonic speed. TSTO is a promising space transportation system consisting of 
two stages, i.e., an orbiter and a booster, and is supposed to fly in a wide speed range from 
subsonic to hypersonic. However, when it flies at hypersonic speed, it undergoes severe 
aerodynamic heating under some conditions. Thus, in order to overcome this crucial 
problem, researchers are motivated to find how to reduce this heating load. Although there 
seems to be a lot of factors that could affect the heating, the present work focuses on the 
effects of TSTO configuration on the heating due to aerodynamic interaction. There are 
many parameters that influence the heating. In the present study two of these parameters 
are considered which are; i) the booster configurations and ii) the clearance between the two 
stages. The flight condition is fixed at a hypersonic speed of M∞=8.1. First, as a baseline 
TSTO configuration, a Hemisphere-Cylinder (HC) is employed as orbiter, and a Delta-Wing 
(DW) as booster. Then, we used a more practical configuration for the booster, i.e., a 
hypersonic-booster-model (HBM), which has a wider spanwise leading edge on the main 
wing in addition to a pair of fins. For these two models, their aerodynamic interaction flow 
fields as well as heating distributions have been examined with various clearance. As a result, 
the peak heat flux on the HC in the case of the HBM was reduced to half of that in the case 
of the DW. However, they showed a similar trend with regard to the interaction pattern 
change from shock/shock interaction to shock/boundary-layer interaction, which occurs 
when the clearance of the two bodies was increased.  

Nomenclature 
D = diameter of hemisphere-circular cylinder, 23mm 
h = clearance between orbiter and booster 
L = chord length of flat plate, 200mm 
b1, b2 = span length of HBM, 30, 70mm 
M = Mach number 
q = heat transfer rate [w/cm2] 
T = temperature 
Re = unit Reynolds number, 6.5×106 m-1 
x, y = coordinates 
φ = angle from orbiter nose in the symmetry plane 
Subscripts 
0 = stagnation point value 
∞ = freestream value 
ref = reference value 
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I. Introduction 
O facilitate space utilization, a new space transportation system, which is alternative to the space shuttle or 
conventional rocket systems, is needed. TSTO (Two-Stage-To-Orbit), which consists of two stages, i.e., an 

orbiter and a booster, is one of such promising systems. This is because, for one thing, it is a kind of RLV 
(Reusable-Launch-Vehicle) and thus, it is safer and costs less than expendable rockets. For another, TSTO has a 
variety of conceptual configurations, which can deal with each mission program more easily. 

In many cases with those concepts, the stage-separation Mach number, Msep, of TSTO has often been set to the 
hypersonic regime2. To do this, we need to wait for the future technology of airbreathing engines such as a scramjet 
engine1. This cutting-edge technology is necessary for the hypersonic flight of TSTO, by which we can actually 
make separation of the two stages at higher Msep.  

However, there is another problem that a TSTO with such an airbreathing engine has to fly at rather low altitude, 
for example about 30 km, where there exists a still enough high density of the air. In such circumstances the 
hypersonic flight undergoes severe aerodynamic heating, where each stage generates strong shock waves, and 
shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions could occur somewhere around the vehicle. These interactions 
dramatically enhance pressure and temperature on the vehicle surface, which might lead to destroying it. Thus, in 
order to overcome this problem, researchers are motivated to find how to reduce the aerothermodynamic load. The 
aerodynamic interaction flow field as well as the heat flux distribution strongly depends on the relative position 
between the two stages in addition to their own configurations3. 

In our previous studies4, 5 we measured the distributions of heat flux and pressure on the model surface of a 
TSTO baseline model with a Hemisphere-Cylinder as orbiter and a Delta-Wing as booster, by changing the 
clearance between them. Then to reduce the aerodynamic heating due to shock interactions, an obliquely truncated-
cylinder was employed as the orbiter. As a result, it was found that the heat flux on the orbiter surface can be 
decreased by about 40%, compared with the baseline model orbiter.  

Therefore, in this study, we will focus on two parameters: i) booster configuration and ii) the clearance between 
two stages. The flight condition is fixed at a hypersonic speed of M∞=8.1. The objective of the present study is to 
experimentally investigate the differences in flowfield and heat flux between two booster configurations: a Delta-
Wing (DW) and a more realistic model (HBM) by changing the clearance between the booster and the orbiter. 
Experiments were performed at the shock tunnel at Nagoya University. Detailed discussion of the results will be 
presented in this paper. 

II. Experimental Setup 
 

A. Shock tunnel 
All experiments were performed in the reflected 

shock tunnel facility of Nagoya University, which 
consists of four parts: a driver tube, a driven tube with 
double diaphragm and a dump tank. The test gas used 
here is air. The diameter of the nozzle exit is 350mm, 
which can produce a hypersonic flow with a Mach 
number of 8.1 with testing duration of 50msec. The 
unit Reynolds number is Re=6.5×106 m-1, and the flow 
conditions of this tunnel are listed in Table 1. 
 

 
 
 

    
(a) Hemisphere-Cylinder/Delta-Wing TSTO       (b) Hemisphere-Cylinder/HBM TSTO 

Fig.1 TSTO models. 

T 

Table.1 Freestream conditions.  

P0∞ 4.0MPa P∞ 370.6Pa 

T0∞ 900K T∞ 63.73K 

ρ∞ 0.02026kg/m3 M∞ 8.1 
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B. Test models 
Two TSTO models are employed in this study. Figure 1(a) shows the baseline TSTO configuration, which 

consists of a Hemisphere-Cylinder (HC) as orbiter, a Delta-Wing (DW) as booster. The diameter of the orbiter is 
D=23 mm, the root chord length of the Delta-Wing is L=200 mm, the sweep angle of the Delta-Wing is 75°. On the 
other hand, as shown in Fig.1 (b), the other TSTO configuration employed here has a more realistic booster referred 
to as hypersonic booster model (HBM), where the orbiter is same as the HC. Various data were collected by 
changing the clearance h between the booster and the orbiter. The orbiter nose is located 130mm downstream of the 
booster leading edge. 
 
 
C. Heat flux measurement 

To evaluate the heat flux quantitatively, a coaxial thermocouple is flush mounted on the model surface. Figure 2 
shows the schematic diagram. In order to avoid the contact between metals of the sensor and the model, putty is 
used to fill the clearance between them. The thermocouple is used as a temperature sensor in order to measure time-
variations of the model surface temperature. 

By using the temperature data, the heat transfer rate can be calculated as follows. The one dimensional heat 
equation in a semi-infinite medium is written as  
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where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ  is the density, and c is the specific heat of the model material. The boundary 
conditions at x=0 and x= ∞  are written as  
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Equation (3) can be solved to obtain the surface temperature T(t) as follows. 
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By using this equation, the heat transfer rate ( )tq  at time t becomes 
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However, as the integrand becomes singular at t=τ ,  the linearization method proposed by Cook and Felderman6 is 
used in this study. Thus, we have  
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In this study, ( )tq  is calculated by averaging the data for 10 ms after the total pressure of the wind tunnel 
reached 4.0MPa, and then it is normalized by the reference value q0FR

7. 
 

 
Fig.2 Schematic of thermocouple. 
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III. Results and Discussion 
All the results presented here are for two TSTO models, i.e., the Hemisphere-Cylinder/Delta-Wing (HC/DW) 

TSTO model and the Hemisphere-Cylinder/HBM (HC/H) TSTO model. There exist shock/shock and 
shock/boundary-layer interactions in the flowfields, where heat flux rises dramatically. By comparing the results of 
HC/DW and HC/H, detailed discussion will be made below. 
A. Hemisphere-Cylinder/HBM (HC/H) TSTO 
A-1. The effect of the clearance on flow-field 

Figure 3 shows schlieren images and schematics for various clearances from small to large. In Fig. 3(a), shock 
waves are generated from HBM; in particular a strong bow shock is generated from the leading edge of the HBM. In 
addition, a separation shock as well as a separation region is observed. In figures 3(b) and 3(c), there is a 
reattachment shock due to the reattachment of the boundary layer separated from the HBM surface on the HBM just 
below the nose tip of HC. In front of the HC, two shock waves generated from HBM cause shock/shock interactions 
with the bow shock due to the HC; one is on the upper side of the HC, and the other is close to the hemisphere 
surface. Moreover, the boundary layer separated from the HBM impinges on the hemisphere surface, where another 
interaction occurs.  

In Figures 3(d) and 3(e), the bow shock generated from the leading edge of the HBM impinges on the 
hemisphere surface, where shock/shock interaction occurs. On the lower side, a separation shock generated from the 
HBM causes another shock/shock interaction, as well as the interaction produced by both the bow shock of the HC 
and the boundary layer separated from the HBM. In addition to these interactions, two shock waves are observed 
near the vertical fin; one is a reattachment shock, and the other is an oblique shock from the horizontal tail plate. 

Here, as the clearance increases from h/D=0.00 to h/D=0.435, it was found that the separation point moves to 
upstream near the curvature on HBM, and the axial length of separation region becomes larger. As the clearance 
becomes larger than h/D=0.435, separation point moves downstream, and separation region becomes small. These 
are associated with shock/shock interaction point, where the separation shock interacts with the bow shock. In the 
case of h/D=0.435, the separation region on the HBM becomes largest. Then the separation shock interacts with bow 
shock near the stagnation point of the HC, this interaction pattern is categorized into Edney’s Type IV.11 It was 
widely known that Edney’s Type IV produces most severe pressure and heating loads. Therefore, high pressure and 
temperature gas behind shock /shock interaction point blows down on HBM surface with high speed. As a result, 
most high pressure and temperature region was produced below the HC nose on the HBM.  

As we increase the clearance, the locations of these shock/shock interactions moves downward near the HC 
surface. Consequently, the axial length of the separation region on the HBM and the locations of the boundary layer 
separation and shock/boundary-layer interaction change. In short, the aerodynamic interaction pattern studied in this 
research depends on the size of the clearance and it can be categorized as Edney’s six shock interaction patterns.11 
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(a) h/D=0.000 

 
(d) h/D=0.652 

 
(b) h/D=0.217 

 
(e) h/D=0.870 

 
(c) h/D=0.435 

 

  
Fig.3 Schlieren images and schematics. 
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(b) HBM 

Fig.4 Heat transfer rate profile on orbiter.  
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A-2. Heat transfer rate 
Figure 4 shows heat flux profiles on the model surfaces of the HBM and the HC. As can be seen from Fig.4 (a), 

heat flux rises near the locations of shock/shock and shock/boundary layer interactions. Especially, in the case of 
h/D=0.435, where h is the clearance, heat flux on the HC surface at φ=-30deg becomes about 2.1 times as large as 
the stagnation heat flux q0FR. This is because the boundary layer separated from HBM becomes shear layer, and 
impinges on the hemisphere surface. On the other hand, heat flux rises near the reattachment point of the separated 
boundary layer on the HBM surface. Then, heat flux at the x/L=0.675 becomes about 0.7 times as large as the 
stagnation heat flux q0FR. As there exists a reattachment shock at x/L=0.675, temperature behind the shock is raised. 
In addition, after the boundary layer reattaches, its thickness becomes thinner, and the temperature gradient becomes 
larger. As a result, the heat flux rises 8, 9. 

In the case of h/D=0.870, heat flux on the HC surface at φ=-15deg becomes about 2.0 times as large as the 
stagnation heat flux q0FR, almost same as the case of h/D=0.435. From a schlieren image (Fig. 4(e)), the oblique 
shock generated from leading edge of the HBM impinges near the stagnation region, therefore strong shock/shock 
interaction occur there. This interaction point is similar to the case of h/D=0.435. 
B. Comparison with Hemisphere-Cylinder/Delta-Wing (HC/DW) TSTO 

The results of the Hemisphere-Cylinder/HBM (HC/H) TSTO as well as those of the Hemisphere-Cylinder/Delta-
Wing (HC/DW) TSTO are shown in Fig.6. The differences in heat flux due to booster configuration will be 
discussed in the following section.    
B-1. Heat transfer rate 

By using the HBM as booster, the heat flux on the orbiter and booster has been decreased. In particular, the peak 
heat flux on the orbiter was decreased by about 50%, while on the booster, it was decreased by about 40% compared 
with the baseline TSTO model shown in Fig.6.  

Regarding the HC/H TSTO, HBM’s two-dimensional configuration as well as the deflection angle at its leading 
edge seems to affect the heat flux. Because of its large deflection angle compared with that of the Delta-Wing, the 
shock wave generated from HBM‘s leading edge is strengthened, and as a result of the total pressure loss of the flow 
across this strong shock wave, the shock/shock and shock/boundary layer interactions are weakened.  

Proposing the HBM as a booster seems to be acceptable because it reduces the peak heat flux. However, large 
separation region and separation/reattachment shock on the HBM still exist in the case of large clearance, compared 
with the HC/DW TSTO. This is because the vertical fin of the HBM exists near the head of the HC, where a bow 
shock formed by HC interacts with boundary layer on the HBM. Moreover, bow shock impinges on side wall of the 
vertical fin, and shock/shock and shock/boundary layer interactions occur around a vertical fin. In these interaction 
regions, pressure and temperature rise dramatically as mentioned above. Then, high pressure region cannot be 
relaxed by preventing the flow escaping through spanwise direction due to vertical fin. Therefore, 
separation/reattachment shocks impinge to nose or bottom surface of the HC.  

Additionally, in the case of HC/H, heat flux at the impingement point of oblique shock, which is generated from 
leading edge and not depend on the clearance, becomes 2.0 times as the stagnation heat flux (Fig. 4(a), h/D=0.870). 
On the other hand, in the case of HC/DW, it becomes about 1.4 times (Fig. 6(e), h/D=0.435). Therefore, it is found 
that the effect of the oblique shock generated from leading edge on heat flux of impingement point is stronger than 
in the case of HC/DW.  
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(a) h/D=0.000 

 
(c) h/D=0.435 

 
(b) h/D=0.217 

 
(d) h/D=0.652 

  
Fig.5 Schlieren images and schematics.  
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(e) On orbiter 
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(f) On booster 

Fig.6 Distributions of temperature and heat transfer rate. 

IV. Summary 
The aerodynamic interactions for Hemisphere-Cylinder/HBM (HC/H) TSTO and Hemisphere-Cylinder/Delta-

Wing (HC/DW) TSTO models have been investigated experimentally at a hypersonic speed. Shock/shock and 
Shock/Boundary layer interactions occurred between the two bodies: an orbiter and a booster, which raised the heat 
flux on the model surfaces. Comparing results of those two TSTO models, the effects of applying a more realistic 
configuration as booster (HBM) on heat flux are summarized as follows: 

1) For all the clearances examined here, shock/shock and shock/boundary-layer interactions occurred around the 
TSTO model.  

2) The leading edge configuration of the HBM plays a significant role in decreasing the heat flux on the orbiter 
and booster.  

3) The peak heat flux on the orbiter was decreased by about 50%, while on the booster, it was decreased by 
about 40%.  

4) The heat flux on the orbiter was raised in the region where shear layer impinges on its surface. 
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